
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Then the trees were much taller than he _______________ to suppose,
and the creeping plants more numerous, while, to his surprise, the
wild-flowers were comparatively few and small.

1.

(lead)

had been led

The buckskin ____________________ by her own hands.2. (prepare)had been prepared

It looked as if the race _______________ by the superb stallion.3. (win)had been won

Then Jeanne saw how she ____________________.4. (deceive)had been deceived

The theory of diabolic agency ______________________.5. (elaborate)had been elaborated

It would only contain a few persons seated close together; and it
_________________ more for the purpose of keeping the sun off during the
hot hours of the day than for sleeping in.

6.

(build)
had been built

Evelyn's order _________________ on the impulse of a moment.7. (give)had been given

She ____________________ by the Fynes.8. (assist)had been assisted

The other bowed with a sorrowful face, for Barbara's dearest wish
___________________.
9.

(refuse)had been refused

Nor ought the sincerity with which their opinion on the constitutional
powers of the house ____________________, to be questioned.
10.

(advance)had been advanced

A great part of the china __________________.11. (break)had been broken

There had been several fights, in all of which the strike-breakers
__________________.
12.

(beat)had been beaten

The third lieutenant of the frigate _________________________.13.
(not/appoint)

had not been appointed

The woman __________________ firmly between two branches.14.
(wedge)

had been wedged
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Margaret thus gained the day, but the annoyance she
_____________________ to doubtless taught her to be prudent, for although
she steadily went on writing, sixteen years elapsed before any more of her
poems were published.

15.

(subject)

had been subjected

In that resistance, a chief ____________________ by a blow.16. (outrage)had been outraged

He was, however, forced to yield, and when opened, it was immediately
seen that the note-paper it contained was identical with that on which the
words ___________________.

17.

(write)had been written

This framework ___________________ with tundra sod.18. (cover)had been covered

No progress ________________ in adjusting the points of controversy
with Spain and Britain.
19.

(make)
had been made

Within six months after the first publication of this work, twenty-two
thousand copies ________________.
20.

(sell)had been sold
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